Rifle parts diagram

Please note: we no longer accept orders over the phone. Notifications Close. Part Key: 0. Add to
cart. Enlarge Image. Part Key: 1. Out of Stock. Part Key: 3. Ejector Screw, New Product : Part
Key: 4. Part Key: 5. Part Key: 6. Part Key: 7. Safety Bolt Spring, Stamped Product : Part Key: 8.
Sear, Used Factory Original Product : Part Key: 9. Sear Spring, Used Product : A. Part Key:
Trigger, Serrated, Used Product : B. Trigger, Smooth Product : A. Trigger Pin, Used Product :
Trigger Guard, Stamped, Used Product : Trigger Guard, Used Product : Guard Screw, Rear, New
Product : Guard Screw, Front, New Product : Follower Product : Follower Spring, New Product :
Bolt, Stripped Product : Part Key: 23A. Cocking Piece, Used Product : Firing Pin, New
Reproduction Product : Not currently available Notify me. Product : Extractor, Used Product :
Extractor Spring, New Product : Extractor Spring, New Reproduction Product : Extractor Screw
Product : B. Stock, Unissued, Hardwood Product : Stock Bolt, Used Product : Handguard, Rear,
Ribbed, Used Product : Handguard, Front, New, Hardwood Product : Used Product : Buttplate,
Brass, Used Product : Buttplate, Steel Product : Buttplate, Stripped, Used Product : This
product is no longer available, however can be used as a replacement part. Sling Swivel, Front
Centerline Product : This product is no longer available, however A can be used as a
replacement part. Stacking Swivel, New Reproduction Product : Back Sight Collar, Used
Product : Part Key: NI. Bolt Head Release Product : Bolt Head Release Stop Product : Front
Sight Blade Product : A. Front Sight Blade, Size -. Front Sight Blade, Size. Handguard Cap,
Upper, Used Product : Rear Sight Plunger, Used Product : Trapdoor Spring Product : B. Bob's
Gun Shop Inc. Po Box Royal AR We Have over 42, Magazines for Models! Or Order Now! Place
Order. Or Print an Order Form Model Auto. Click to Enlarge. Highly Visible Front Sights. Left:
White Bead. Right Brass Bead. Butt Stock Below Semi Finish Stock Has a Generic Butt Plate.
Screw Down Rear Sight Rear Sight Screws each Rear Sight Dovetail Rear Sight Step Return
your gun to the Original. Factory Specifications With a. Remington Action Spring, Carrier
tension Spring,. Sear Spring, Trigger Spring. New Walnut Custom carved and shaped. Very
close inletted but it may take. Butt Plate is installed. See pictures of the stocks at. Remington 22
Stocks. Semi Finish Stocks. Clip Magazine 5 Shot Clip Magazine 10 Shot Clip Latch 2 hole
Dovetail Rear Sight Rear Sight Elevator Rear Sight Screw Each Sight Step Butt Plate Screws
Each Semi Finish Walnut Stock Peep Sight J ust Arrived; Oil Finish. Top Semi Finish Walnut.
Just Arrived: Oil Finish. Rem Oil Finish Stock ,Tube. Rem Semi Finish Walnut. Firing Pin Net
Trigger Guard Safety Screw Stock Good Used Butt Plate Rear Sight Screws Each Rear sight
Elevator Walnut Semi Finish Stock Picture at top of the Page Round Firing Pin Takedown Screw
Forearm Screw Notched Forearm Screw Lock Screw Inside Magazine Assembly Outside
Magazine Tube Oil Finish Walnut Stock Stock Walnut.. Oil Finish Stock Walnut Semi Finish Semi
Finish Forend Walnut Forend Swivel Set. Fits Magazine Band Rem Pump 22 Net Cost. Firing Pin
Outside Magazine Retainer New Style Over , Stock Has to be drilled for Ejector. For Remington
Stocks Click below. Pictures and Prices. Remington Auto 22 Rifle. Bolt Buffer Stock Assembly
Plain Original.. Power Spring KIT. Remington Auto. Action Spring, Extractor Spring,. Butt Plate 2
Piece Extractor Right or Left, Each Safety Spring and Ball Sear Spring Stock Bolt Trigger Pins
Front or Rear Remington Bolt 22 Rifle. Clip Magazine Remington 24 or Old. Extractor Old Style
Slotted for plunger. Extractor New Style Hooked plunger New Style Extractor Plunger Load
Lever Retainer Load Lever Load Lever Catch Load Lever Catch Spring Load Lever Catch Pin
Load Lever Screw Link Pin Bullet Rammer Rear Rammer Pin Frame Brass. No FFl Required
Cylinder Pin Cylinder With Nipples Nipples Each Bolt Cylinder Stop Bolt and Trigger Split
Spring Spring Retainer Screw Trigger or Bolt Screw, Each Trigger Guard Brass Trigger Guard
Screw Hand With Spring Pair Wood Grips Grip Screw Hammer Spring Hammer Spring Strain
Screw Hammer Pin Front Sight Hammer Spring. Model 51 Pistol UMC. Model Remington Metal
10 Rd Ask Cal. Not Available Remington Out 6MM very Scarce.. OUT 4 Model OUT 9 Model
Plastic Model Bolt Action 10 Shot Including the shipping tube. No extra Charge. OUT 61
Takedown Escutcheon OUT 62 Trigger Out Rear Sight Screw Each Out 2 Automatic Old Or New
Model Last one! Out Stock Assembly Plain Original.. OUT 71 Stock Bolt Remington Bolt 22 Rifle
Butt Plate The Prepper Insider is reader-supported. When you buy through links on our site, we
may earn an affiliate commission. Guns come in various shapes and sizes. For many of us, our
guns come second in the list of things we love most in life. If that's a perfect description of you
or a point you want to get to soon, then this article is for you. The best way to understand your
gun and how it functions is to know its constituent parts. In this article, we will explore the
various parts of the AR so it's easy for you to learn them by heart. This information will come in
handy whether you are buying a complete, ready-to-use gun or customizing on your own part
by part. Let's arm you with facts! An AR consists of two main sections: the upper receiver parts,
and the lower receiver parts. The two parts are held together by two pins. When the two pins are
both pushed out, the parts are separated. If the pin on the rearmost side is pushed out, the
upper receiver tilts forward to allow for field cleaning. Depending on the mode of counting the

parts of the AR, the number will be using a condensed counting approach, and using the
expanded approach. The condensed approach counts several related parts as a batch, while the
expanded approach counts every single part on its own. To have a clear understanding of the
AR, please refer to the picture below. There are several versions of the gun. This is just one of
them. Note that the letters "AR" do not stand for "automatic or assault rifle". They stand for
"Armalite Rifle" because the original maker was known as ArmaLite, Inc before they sold the
design in to Colt. The bolt carrier group comprises the bolt carrier with key and key screw, bolt
catch with pin, spring, and plunger, and the bolt ring. The gas key, firing pin, cam pin, and
extractor also come in this section. The bolt carrier group works to load the gun, fire bullets the
right way, and extract used shells out of the chamber. The muzzle group has devices like
compensators, flash hiders, and muzzle brakes. Compensators come in handy in countering
muzzle climb in case you are firing rapidly. As such, you are able to maintain more on-target
shots. Muzzle brakes help reduce gun recoil so you can take accurate follow-up shots when
firing rapidly. Afraid shooting might give your position away or interfere with your sight plane?
The flash hiders reduce the muzzle flash effect, a light flash which results from the combustion
of gunpowder as bullets eject from the barrel. The barrel is among the most important features
of the AR, and its length should be at least 16 inches for best shots. It may be made of treated
steel which lasts for a longer time, or stainless steel, which offers more accuracy. The lower
parts kit consists of the trigger parts, bolt release, magazine release, hammer parts, safety
selector, among others. The trigger parts include the trigger , trigger spring, guard , and two roll
pins - one on the front and the second one on the rear. The hammer also has a spring and pin.
The magazine release comes with a release button and magazine catch with its spring. The
pistol grip has a screw and lock washer. The safety selector features a spring and detent. Lower
parts kits are not identical and you may opt for a kit with lesser items to avoid buying extra
parts that you may never use. Once the cartridge of an AR is chambered, the bolt rotates and
locks to enable it to withstand the massive pressure caused by gunpowder combustion. After
the cartridge fires, the bolt rotates in the opposite direction and pulls back to allow for the
extraction and ejection of the spent case, after which a new round is chambered. In the barrel,
immediately the bullet goes past the gas port, some of the hot gases enter the gas tube bolt
carrier group. Through the bolt carrier key, the gases flow into the expansion chamber and the
pressure in it builds up. This pressure causes the bolt carrier to push back, making the two
holes on the side go past the C rings that are in the tail of the bolt. This movement of the holes
causes the hot gases to vent. With the bolt carrier still pushing backwards because of the
inertia, the cam slot offsets the bolt lug, making the bolt rotate back into the unlocked state. The
bullet is by now out of the barrel and the pressure reduced to a safe level. The pulling back of
the bolt from the breech as the bolt carrier pushes backward due to the inertia causes the
extraction and ejection of the spent shell. To reload the cartridge, the recoil spring which has
been compressed by the bolt carrier group propels the bolt carrier forward once more to slide a
new cartridge off the magazine and chamber it. The cam slot engages the bolt lug to rotate them
and lock the bolt, bringing the process to full-circle. Whether you are buying a complete rifle or
custom-building your AR, this article sheds light on the parts of this celebrated rifle with an
overview of how it works so you are not only armed with a firearm but facts as well. Assembling
the rifle on your own can be fun for the adventurous gun enthusiast, so be sure to check what
parts come with the new kit you are buying. If you want to do it faster and easier, we
recommend that you pick a ready-to-shoot rifle and plan to learn its parts by heart. How about a
brief look at the main questions people ask about the AR? This section will add to your
knowledge of the gun and also answer some of the questions you may have about it. The lower
receiver is the part of the AR that is considered as the gun. As such, it becomes one of the parts
of the gun that are highly legally regulated. The gun's serial number is found on the lower part.
The tight regulation means that the lower component ships to licensed firearms dealers, rather
than being available in stores as an over-the-counter item. Although the AR and AR have some
basic differences, the following parts are compatible between the two guns:. The lower receiver
of the AR requires registration as it is the officially recognized and legally controlled
component. You will be required to have a valid certificate to prove ownership of the gun. The
serial number, which is unique for every gun, is the key identifier. Please make sure that you
receive this certificate when you buy this weapon. The price is dependent on the dealer or store
you are buying the parts from, with some selling parts at higher prices when purchased
individually. The downside to this cheaper option is that you might end up with some parts that
you may never use. The parts of the AR most vulnerable to wear are the gas tube, gas springs,
extractor, extractor spring, firing pin, bolt, and ejector spring. The other parts most likely to
wear out are the hammer, disconnector, and trigger springs. Building an AR is an easy and fun
task if you have the right parts and ample knowledge of what part fits where and with which

other ones. Once you have all the necessary components, you can easily assemble the gun
using the user manuals obtained at the point of purchase. You can also refer to online sources
like YouTube and gun websites for tips on assembling. With constant practice, building your
rifle perfectly won't be hard. Keep practicing. Since the lower receiver is highly legally
controlled, this part is not sold in kits. It has to be shipped to licensed firearm dealers. It's worth
noting that a parts kit features the components of a firearm, but without a receiver. As such, it is
legal to sell these parts together, while the receiver ships separately to allow for the required
regulation on it. The AR is semi-automatic. Let's not get so deep into the nuts and bolts of
automating your gun, but here's a brief overview. You will need to use the S. D Auto Connector
popularly known as the "lightning link". You can also use a drop-in auto sear, popularly known
as the DIAS. However, you have to be extra cautious because this is highly regulated, and you
may only be able to do it by registering as a federal firearm licensee. If you quit this licensing,
you will be required to destroy, sell, or turn in the guns you have made in the past. You may
want to try automating your AR if you have the patience for the lengthy legalization process and
lots of extra bucks to buy the additional parts. AR Parts Diagram Graphic. Bolt Carrier Group
The bolt carrier group comprises the bolt carrier with key and key screw, bolt catch with pin,
spring, and plunger, and the bolt ring. Muzzle Group The muzzle group has devices like
compensators, flash hiders, and muzzle brakes. Barrel The barrel is among the most important
features of the AR, and its length should be at least 16 inches for best shots. Lower Parts Kit
The lower parts kit consists of the trigger parts, bolt release, magazine release, hammer parts,
safety selector, among others. How an AR Works Once the cartridge of an AR is chambered, the
bolt rotates and locks to enable it to withstand the massive pressure caused by gunpowder
combustion. Conclusion Whether you are buying a complete rifle or custom-building your AR,
this article sheds light on the parts of this celebrated rifle with an overview of how it works so
you are not only armed with a firearm but facts as well. Order by:. Available to:. Cover rifle Lee
Enfield caliber Rifling button combo 22 lr,5. It lists just about everything you need to know
concerning use of the Marlin lever action 22 rifles. Disassembly and assembly instructions.
Safety features, cleaning instructions, etc. If you own a Marlin Lever action rifle similar to this
and need a manual then this is a opportunity to obtain one. Started cheap and no reserve.
Please note that this is listed as a reproduction manual. It is a new re-print or new old stock that
is restored and enhanced from a nice original but it is not an original. However it is good
quality. The manuals we have purchased or traded and offer online are for instruction purposes
and for use in cleaning or repairing your firearm. Not for collecting as a lot of the manuals we
have are reproductions acquired from various sources over the years. We buy all manuals in
stock and we do not reprint or reproduce any literature personally so please do not ask for
specific print jobs. Safe handling. Storage and cleaning of a firearm is a absolute must for all
concerned gun owners and hopefully the manuals offered will help with those issues in some
way. As for our transaction we like positive feedback. But like happy customers even more. And
as always we guarantee any of the products we sell with a no hassle return policy and full
money back guarantee. If you have questions or problems with your order, please contact us
before leaving feedback. We try to ship as soon as possible after payment is received. We
appreciate your interest in our auction and welcome any comments or suggestions you may
have. Feel free to email us. Thank you. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and
easy and manage your active items. It lists just about everything you need to know concerning
use of this Marlin Model 60 firearm. Disassembly and assembly instructions, safety features,
cleaning instructions, etc. If you own a Marlin Model 60 from s and need a manual then this is a
opportunity to obtain one. Safe handling, storage and cleaning of a firearm is a absolute must
for all concerned gun owners and hopefully the manuals offered will help with those issues in
some way. As for our transaction we like positive feedback, but like happy customers even
more. New page book on Marlin caliber Lever-action Rifles. Rifle Rods - 17 Caliber - 2 Pack. As
graphic collectors ourselves. We take great pride in doing the best job we can to preserve and
extend the wonderful historic graphics of the past. Should you have any questions please feel
free to email us and we will clarify. We ship via USPS. We are not responsible for uninsured item
after mailed. For multiple purchases please wait for our invoice. A Note to our international
buyers. Please read before placing a bid or buying an item: Import taxes. Duties and charges
are not included in the item price or shipping charges. These charges are the buyer's
responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to determine what these
additional costs will be prio. Remington Fast Snap 2. All 3 Volumes at once! Marlin Firearms
caliber Lever-action Rifles. Historian, for archives and as a gift. These vintage advertisements
would look great framed in your home or office. All advertisements are carefully removed from
the source magazines. Newspapers, books, etc. Not a copy, reprint or reproduction of any kind.
Please note: This sale is for the vintage paper advertisement shown and not the item in the

advertisement. Like this item? Why not purchase it now! About The Advertisements All
advertisements are carefully removed from the source magazines. No copies, reprints or
reproductions of any kind. Most vintage ads were printed on very thin paper and so some of the
printing or advertisement from the reverse side may be visible. Shipping I usually ship within
one day of cleared payment. Monday through Friday, excluding Postal holidays. I ship
world-wide. Priority Mail shipping is available. Ads are shipped flat. Payment I accept Paypal
and other forms of payment. If paying by check. There is a 10 business day hold before
shipping your item so as to make sure your check clears. No questions asked return policy.
Return shipping to be paid by the buyer. Your payment will be refunded upon my receipt of the
item in the same condition as it was originally sent. KS , Collector Bookstore is Our customers
include individual collectors. You won't receive heavily thumbed shelf copies from us! We buy
most titles directly from the publisher and individual authors. Authors are encouraged to submit
their reference titles for our consideration. Collector Bookstore is a retailer of new books
located in Leavenworth. We specialize in price guides and reference books for the antiques and
collectibles industry. Collector Bookstore Notes: This reference is is the most comprehensive
work on the subject of Native American firearms to date. It includes detailed. Color photographs
of dozens of French, English, American and Belgian made fowling guns, northwest guns, trade
rifles and shotguns. Gale is the most comprehensive work on the subject of Native American
firearms to date. Filled with hundreds of full color images of dozens of original northwest guns.
Trade fusils, and treaty guns, this book's wide 11" landscape format allows images up to 22"
across the gutter. This book also contains new research, numerous fur trade and government
invoices, inventories and other firearm records never before published. Company, American Fur
Com. Rifle Cleaning Kit No. Kit is in nice used condition and is mostly complete. There are 2 rod
kits contents included Both handle rods are in great shape. Gunslick Sportsman's Gunslick
Grease is half full. Includes a tube of old Daisey Gun Oil as bonus. All items have great vintage
graphics and colors. See pictures for condition. Got too many rifles for just one safe. But can't
afford the cost or space to buy another one? Imagine if you could store all your rifles more
efficiently, expanding the capacity of the safe you have right now? This is exactly what our
friends over at Gun Storage Solutions were thinking when they developed the Rifle Rod Starter
10 pack. The concept was simple. Create a solution to store rifles upright so they don't need a
rack and effectively take up less space. After removing the gun rack from the safe's interior, just
staple or tack the industrial grade loop fabric to the underside of the top shelf. Then stick the
Rifle Rods down the barrel of your long gun and adjust the Rod so the velcro top reaches the
fabric. Now there you have it, the guns stand totally upright- no more leaning, stacking or
clutter. These also work great for cabinets and closets. Single or double barrel shotguns,
virtually all long guns Includes 15" x 19" loop fabric" 2nd purchase from this company.
Excellent experience. Super fast shipping. Note: If your gun safe currently has the half-and-half
interior a center upright divider in the middle It will be necessary to remove half of the gun rack.
You can simply cut half off and then use an"L bracket" to hold the upright in place. One edge of
the L bracket will screw into the back of the safe with the other extension screwed into the
divider. This will hold it in place so that you can still use the side shelves on the other side and
won't interfere with long. Landis, Charles S. This" Outers" cleaning rod comes in the original
box. The rod is complete except for the slotted tip. A neat vintage item! Posted with. Welcome to
my auction. All items come from a smoke free home. Combined Shipping is available. Payment I
would like to receive payment within 3 days of the auction ending. If for some reason a problem
arises please contact me within the 3 days to make arrangements. Otherwise I will assume you
no longer want them item and will re-list. Terms Of Sale I do not accept returns but if there is a
problem. Please contact me before leaving feedback, and I will try to resolve the issue. Thank
you for looking and happy bidding! Higgins Model But you need to afford the freight charge!
Please pay within maximum 3 days! Or your idem will go back to action! Please examine the
photos closely and Email any questions or concerns before Bidding! Thank you! By bidding on
our auctions. You are agreeing to our terms and policies that are clearly stated below. Please
read all of our policies before placing a bid on our auction or making an offer on one of our
store items. Your bid or offer is a binding contract. We offer a three day unconditional. If you
wish to invoke your guarantee. Please call or email within 7days of receiving your order. No
exceptions made. Thank you for looking. Please check some of our other auctions for additional
quality items! Shipping is not refundable. We ship Mon. We ship within 48 hours of funds
clearing. No Exceptions Made! See other items Posted with. This is a beautiful ad it is a ad for
the Marlin Rifle. It is in excellent condition and it is 5 x 4 it will ship on a full sheet it will be up to
the winner to crop the ad out. This sale is for a vintage Benjamin Air Rifle Pellets tin. It is not
full. But still contains over three hundred 22 caliber high compression air rifle or air pistol
pellets. The old tin is in excellent condition. There are no dings or dents. Just some minor

surface wear and aging. PayPalâ€”eBay's service to make fast. Easy, and secure payments for
your eBay purchases! Box for Savage Model 93G. Bolt action rifle, wood stock, 22 Winchester
Magnum Rimfire caliber. The box apparently is for a rifle manufactured in Canada. The serial
number on the box is The box is in overall good to very good condition and is clean, but there is
one detached piece of cardboard on the inside. Also included is the plastic bag, with American
flag sticker, that the rifle was in. Returns only if not substantially as described and pictured.
Payment is due within 3 days of the auction's end. This box will ship inside another protective
box. This auction is for the box and plastic bag only; there is NO rifle. For your consideration is
this very nice original Winchester model 74 22LR rifle stock. It is in very good condition with the
original finish and no chips or cracks. Good Luck Bidding! Please check out my other
Winchester model 74 parts. I am always happy to combine shipping. Please respond to my
winning notification within three days. And item paid for within seven days. Items not paid for
within seven days can be re-listed. PayPal accepted. For priority. Parcel or first class mail,
calculated shipping cost will be displayed. There is a small fee for expenses. Yes it does cost
money for tape, peanuts, paper, ink and gas. Sometimes a flat rate shipping cost is displayed.
My fee is also included in that cost. There will be no additional expense within the U. I do
reserve the right to add the cost for express mail that is covered with signature conformation. I
will combine shipping on items. International Buyers- Please Note: Import duties. Taxes and
charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges. We do not mark merchandise
values below value or mark items as"gifts" US and International government regulations
prohibit such behavior. If you have a problem with an item it can be resolved only if you contact
me before leaving feedback! I am very fair and honest. But can't fix anything if I am unaware of a
problem! Give me a chance! Have fun bidding. Refer to pictures as to all condition. Bidders
Note: Please read descriptions and view pictures carefully on all auctions before you place a
bid, so auctions can be fun for all of us! I describe items to the best. Approximate size is 2. It is
perfect for framing and display and makes a thoughtful gift Thank you for allowing us to serve
you! Premium Packaging is Standard! Your Vintage magazine advertisement s will be
individually protected by waterproof plastic sleeves and mailed 1st Class in a sealed. Thick
cardboard shipping tube Double Protection- Safe and Secure! Never duplicates or
reproductions of any kind Approximate size: 8"x10" Condition: Excellent. If you feel that any
part of our transaction is less than optimal. Please contact me. I will do all in my power to
correct the situation. If you are purchasing more than one item. I will email you a combined
total. Marlin Model A search online reveals that these parts are hard to find. These came out of a
drawer in my later father's shop with this make and model written on it. Let me know if you have
questions or would like additional photos. They appear unused. Will ship priority with tracking.
You are bidding on a Vintage Gun Cleaning Patches lot. There is a Hoppe's and a Marble's
brand. These boxes are full. See pictures for condition since all individuals have their own
opinion. Pictures are also part of description. Items are sold as is. No international shipping and
will only ship to the lower 48 states. If you have questions. Please feel free to ask before you
bid. Please check out our other items for sale. We will combine shipping on items purchased
within 3 days of each other, but you will need to communicate with us and let us send out an
updated invoice prior to making payment. Payment is expected within four days or we will open
a case with Ebay to receive our seller fee back. Thank you for your consideration. Sign up for;
the fast. Easy, and secure way to pay online. Be sure to add me to your! Check out my! I sell
only original print Ads Advertisements and other paper items that I personally remove from the
genuine vintage magazines in which they appear. I never sell copies. Reproductions or reprints!
Ads are mailed in acid-free, archival quality plastic sleeves inside thick-walled cardboard
mailing tubes. Please wait to pay for any purchases until you are finished buying. At which time
you can click on the Pay Now button on any one of your purchases and you will receive an
invoice with the correct shipping fee. Ad condition is graded as Near Mint. Excellent, Very Good
or Good. Near Mint condition means the Ad is virtually flawless and in the same basic condition
it was in when published. Excellent condition means the Ad has only minimal sign of age,
exposure or magazine handling, and is not quite perfect enough to be rated as Near Mint. When
an Ad's condition is extremely close to one of the above condition ratings but not quite
deserving of that rating, the word"About" will appear before the condition rating. I do not sell
Ads in less than Good condition. Frais de port: 1. Manuel Walther carabine caliber 22 long rifle.
Manuel Walther carabine caliber 22 long rifle Petit manuel format: 15 cm x Armi Jager. Parts
appear unused out of package. Hammer, and sear spring. Ships priority with tracking. Colt
Stagecoach. Parts are new out of package. Contains the following with online pricing at
Numrich: 2 Butt Plates- 6. Ships priority mail with tracking. Vintage Winchester Repeater Model?
This is the vintage Stock unsure what Model. Sold as you see in picture Don't hesitate to ask
questions Posted with. Vintage Remington Model This is a fantastic Vintage Remington Model

Interior reveals the due aluminum cleaning rod 2 brushes and some cleaning used
paraphernalia. The outside of the box states there is nitro powder solvent. And gun oil.
Duraluminum cleaning rod and rags. See photos. Antique store staging piece or just fun to
have. Vintage Sears Roebuck and Co. Gun Cleaning Rods for 22 pistol and 22 Caliber Rifle.
These have tight fitting threads. Good old style cleaning rods. Thanks to customers like you we
have grown in providing a wide range of quality products. We appreciate your consideration in
choosing our items and hope to see you again in the future. Five Star Policyâ€¦ We strive for a 5
star rating on all our products and would like to discuss any concerns prior to you leaving
anything but a 5 star rating. We have many used products that are all tested before they are
listed. Please keep in mind that used products are imperfect and usually show signs of wear. All
descriptions are our opinion based on years of experience in the electronics field. We will
provide answers to questions about our products in a timely Please address any issues prior to
leaving negative feedback or a poor rating. Our focus is to provide quality used products at the
best price possible and achieve a 5 star rating. In order to keep prices low and maintain quality.
Please contact us through eBay. Return Policy Unfortunately due to over abuse of the new eBay
buyer protection policies. Returns accepted only in the case that the item is defective. If the
item is broken or damaged during shipping it needs to be claimed under USPS insurance. Items
will be insured. All return shipping will be paid by the buyer in any case. Upon all returns we will
verify serial numbers before posting a refund. Buyer must wait up to 72 hours after the items is
received back to contact us about the refund if they notice it is not viewable yet. You shouldn't
have to worry about this. Because we are very honest sellers and if you are an honest person
you will not abuse the buyer protection and accept the item that you purchased. By purchasing
this you agree that you have read this and un. Vintage Marlin Model 29 Pump Action. This is a
great Vintage Set of Marlin Model In this lot of Marlin Model 29 parts is the Hammer. Bolt,
Trigger, Springs and screws. Vintage Winchester Model This Gallery Rifle Bolt is in good
condition and has the firing pin. Extractors and other parts included. This looks to be an
unissued cleaning rod set from WWI? This set includes all that is shown in the pictures. The
outer canvas pouch. Manufacturer stamp inside is rather illegible. All I can read on it is A. The
sac contains the 3 piece rod set for a. Most likely used for training rifles. All of this appears to
be unissued and unused. Sac and bag have no visible holes. Tears, stains that I can see. He had
a true eye for finding the unissued items, and I was the fortunate fellow to come across it all. If I
only had the room to display it all myself! I will combine shipping. I ship internationally. I charge
only the exact amount it costs to ship. I always try to find the cheapest way to ship. Be sure to
bookmark me as a seller and watch the many very nice and unique and rare items I'll be
posting! If you are not satisfied with your purchase. Returns are accepted at the buyers cost.
Look and ask before you bid. Vintage Remington. My store is a result of many yard. Estate and
tag sales. I offer the widest variety of any store out there. I like to specialize in the hard to find
collectibles and vintage items. Give us a try and you wont be dissapointed. Thanks for looking.
Refund:Refunds will only be offered for 14 days after arrival and only if I misrepresent the item
purchased. Buyer pays return shipping. Refund will be for purchase price only. Examine pics
carefully the item pictured is the one you will receive. Any purchases after that 7 day period will
be on a seperate invoice. Buy as many items that will fit safely in 1 package for an additional.
Bubblewrap,and offset the gas price This is a 1 time charge per invoice. I like to invoice after
each auction but you may bid on anything ending in 7 days or less and I will invoice you then.
Any purchases made after that 7 day period will be on a seperate invoice. Buy as many items as
you like for an additional. Additional Items:Extra items purchased during the same 7 day week
will be included for an extra. We take great pride in doing the best job we can to preserve and
extend to you wonderful historic graphics of the past. We ship via United States Postal Service.
We have a 3 day handling time not including weekends or holidays. A Note to our international
buyers Including Canada Please read before placing a bid or buying an item: Import taxes.
Please check with. This is a Vintage Remington. This part is a Stock Bolt for your target or
hunting rifle. October 1. Taught a soldier all the basics of rifles during this era. Very good
condition. There is a writing on the top-left of the cover. If you have any questions. Please feel
free to ask and I will gladly do my best to help. Happy Bidding! This is not a reproduction. Ad
comes with a backboard and in a plastic sleeve. Great display item. Please visit my Store for
additional vintage advertisements. Here is a vintage Benjamin Air Rifle Co. Graphics are almost
perfect. Please see pictures for details. US WW1 P enfield eddystone rifle parts. AdsceteraJune
Print advertisement from a publication. Grade: VG. Grade definitions: EX: very clean. Vibrant
colors, white areas are white, no fading, little surface wear, sharp edges and corners. VG: some
light surface wear. Some yellowing to white areas and edges, corners may be slightly bumped.
G: light surface wear. Yellowing to white areas and edges, edge and corner wear. All additional
ship free. Ads are shipped in a stiff cardboard mailer to keep your item flat and protected. List

your This manual is 15 pages of reference info on the Norinco atd 22 rifle. Please email me with
any questions that you may have. Soft cover. Measuring 6 inches X 9 inches, containing 63
pages. Secure packaging and tracking information. We accept PayPal. Feel free to email with
any questions or to request additional images of this item. Check out our other auctions and
items in our eBay Store. We happily combine shipping with multiple purchases. Bid with
confidence. We ship quickly, securely and guarantee your satisfaction. Check out my other
items! Be sure to add me to your favorites list! Sheridan Blue Streak. Used has trigger gaurd
and take down screw. Marked 22 on front of forearm. Stock is is showing varnish loss and
dings. I will combine shipping on multiple purchases and ship your item next day of receiving
payment. All items are shipped with delivery confirmation so it can be tracked if there is an
issue. I try to list my items honestly and accurately but do make mistakes. So if your the high
bidder you own it. Payment is expected to be made in 7 day's of auctions end or on the 8th day
a non paying bidder will be filed. I do not end auctions early or have a buy it now price so don't
ask. I do not ship outside the United States as it creates more headaches than needed. I do not
allow home pick up nor will I meet you somewhere unless you are known to me. These are my
terms so please do not ask me to change Thanks for looking and have a great day! This is a
vintage full-page paper print ad from a magazine. Date is listed in the item's title. This ad has
been clipped from a vintage magazine and each page measures about 8. Small tears, staple
holes, staining, etc. Each ad is in a plastic sleeve with a backing sheet and will be mailed in a
rigid envelope to ensure safety. We've never had a problem with something arriving safely
using this system. Please see enlarged photos above to make determination of quality.
Condition, detail, what's included, etc. Sorry if there is glare from the camera flash on some of
the photos. We purchase items from estate sales. Auctions, etc. We do not know who owned
Some of the old paper items books, catalogs, etc. While we try to show the major issues in the
photos, many of the paper items also have staining, foxing, creases, small tears, etc. We use
sturdy boxes or padded envelopes and good quality packing materials peanuts. Bubble wrap,
etc. We have NO control over postage costs. We do not charge a handling fee for domestic
shipments, so please don't blame shipping rates on us. The postal service continues to raise
rates. We pre-package all our items before listing them, so we know the exact weight of the
package and can therefore provide a true weight of the package for ebay's shipping calculator.
We simply charge you what the postal service charges us. Nice and clean Hoppe's Gun
Cleaning Kit for. Model U Storage case is in great condition as well as items inside. In original
cardboard box. Very nice. Thanks for viewing I will be adding new items every week on Sunday
until the collection is gone. John started his lifelong acting career in Hollywood in the s. So
there are some really great items to be offered. Here is your chance to get a great collectible, to
treasure forever! It also comes with a certificate of authenticity and full lifetime guarantee
issued by myself, John Hart's agent. I have been John's agent for many years. You can confirm
this fact on many of the Lone Ranger websites, by reading the June issue of Biography
Magazine, or reading any of the fan periodicals such as the Silver Bullet Publication This is a
really neat Historic collectible! Shipping includes robust packing to ensure safe transport.
Browning Automatic. Writing on the inside, pages are in great shape. No tears or stains. Vintage
O'Hare. This was my father's and i think from the s or earlier. See photos for details. Thanks for
looking! Posted with g. The 22 caliber rifle. This is a treatise that explores the use of the
American small bore rifle for shooting at both game and paper targets and is designed to be The
topics covered inside this book are extensive and include everything from shooting glasses and
sights to practical advice for shooting at small game and match targets. Which includes proper
fine-book packaging bubble wrap and protective boxing. A flat shipping price for Continental U.
Bidders from outside the USA are welcome and the shipping will be billed at cost. Please email
me with any questions. And thanks for looking! Supersized images and templates. Get Vendio
Sales Manager. FREE scheduling. Vintage Stevens Model 87A. Examination period for all goods
sold. See other items. It is dated and in great shape! Feel free to email me with any questions!
Its in excellent condition! Outers Rifle Cleaning Kit. Outers Rifle Cleaning Kit for. We never use
stock photos. This sale consists of an unused Outers cleaning kit in. Finally you can have a
cleaning rod that won't break the first time you use it. Made in the USA. The kit looks complete
to me. And comes in the original box. None of the supplies appear to have been used. Will
combine shipping. El Gringo Grande We work hard to meet your expectations. Give us a chance
to fix any problems with your transaction before leaving feedback. Most of the items we sell are
purchased at auctions or other sales. Shipping Usually the customer pays shipping plus a small
amount to cover packaging. Even fragile items will arrive safely; we pack all items securely. You
can be confident that your item will arrive Items sometimes ship the same day. Guaranteed to
ship on the next business day. Contact us to see what will work. If you are using PayPal we will
only ship to the PayPal address. Payment must be within 4 days of the auction end. Returns

Occasionally something doesn't work or is modified in ways that are not apparent. Contact us
with your concerns. Normally we can work something out that is fair for everyone. After all. We
want you to be happy. Normally you will pay return shipping. Contact us before returning the
item. Items can be returned only in as-sold condition International Buyers: Import duties. These
charges are normally collected by the delivering freight shipping company or when you pick the
item upâ€” do not confuse them for additional shipping charges. We do not mark merchandise
values be. For bid is the Bushnell. Originally came with extra mandrels for calibers through. I
assume mandrels are still available from Bushnell. Lazer aprox. Batterys Included. You must be
18 years or older to bid! Shipping listed is for the USA. Please look closley at pic's. I will leave
Feedback for you once feedback is recieved here! See my feedback and bid with confidence!
Thanks for looking and please see my other listings for more Powered by The free listing tool. I
bought this at a sale. The number 55 is stamped on the barrel just to the right of the number 7
on the masking tape. The bore looks pretty dark and dirty, I didn't clean it. The rifling is visible.
This ad is approximately 10 inches wide X 13 inches high. No Water Damage. Stains Or Tears.
We will never sell a photo copy or reprint. Please let us know if you have any questions before
you decide to buy. Payment is greatly appreciated within 3 days. Please contact us to arrange
extended payment terms. Sales tax is added for all Washington residents. We combine
shipping! We only charge shipping for your first item. All other items you purchase from us will
be shipped At no additional charge, to save you money. Your item s will be placed in a plastic
sleeve and carefully packaged and shipped. Ready for your collection or frame. All items are
typically shipped within 1 business day after payment is received. On Feb at PST. T his ad is
approximately 8 inches wide X 11 inches high. All other items you purchase from us will be
shipped in the same package. Our photo's and descriptions are Copyrighted by Petsonalities.
Copying our photo's. Descriptions and store content without written consent from Petsonalities
has consequences. This is a direct violation of ebay policies and United States Copyright Laws.
We work hard creating our unique listings. And you should too! List your i. Very Good
Serviceable Condition. Ships USA lower 48 only. Vintage Winchester. Welcome to Uncle Eddies
Garage! This time up for auction is an antique Winchester. This box is a paper hinged box and
in great shape. Please ask any questions you might have. Please add us to your favorite sellers
list as we are adding new items every day. As always we do discount shipping on multiple
orders. Vintage Wards Rifle Cleaning Rod. A paper collectible. Perfect for framing! Approximate
size: 6. Careful packaging Powered by The free listing tool. I personally remove and prep each
ad from a vintage or antique magazine. Not the item being advertised! May appear darker in one
side in photo ONLY. But is uniform in color in person. Ad pictured is one you will receive. If you
have any questions feel free to contact. A very nice ad for your collection or to give as a gift. All
ads are placed in an acid-free sleeve with an acid-free backboard and shipped flat in a rigid
mailer Will combine shipping for multiple purchases whenever possible. If you are buying more
than one item make all selections and wait for an adjusted invoice with combined AdsPast 0fe.
Ad is in very good condition. Original Ad not reproduction. Bolt action rifle, and the Savage
Model 5 and the Savage Model Moderate aging throughout. Light creasing. There is light
bleedthrough To find other items from this specific collection in our eBay store. Keywords
specific to this image: Vintage Advertising. Sporting Goods. Especially for vintage advertising
or historical halftone prints, and are asked why our prices are consistently higher than some
other sellers of similar items. For the first five years of our business, we asked our primary
consumer base what they wanted. Our primary consumers- historical societies, historians,
archivists, curators, university professors, historical decorators, and collectors, etc. Below is
what is unique about how and what we offer as the world's leader in print ephemera: Product
Packaging. Every product is placed against custom black acid-free board with crystal-clear.
Archival protective closures. We are the only sellers in the industry who provide display-quality
black boards with every item which also make exceptional presentations for gift-g. For sale is
an original vintage booklet titled"Operation and Care of Browning Automatic. Looks
kia soul car gurus
64 cadillac wiring diagram
air cooled vw engine parts
like maybe 's or so. Email me please. Thanks for stopping by and have a great day! Vintage
Browning Gun Adv. Booklet - Introducing T-Bolt. Introducing the Browning T-Bolt. Colorful Very
Good condition. Check out my other auctions. Kleen Bore No. Up for sale is this Kleen Bore No.
S all meatl cleaning rod for. It is in excellent used condition. Please check out my ebay store for
hundreds of vintage tools and estate finds. Precision Machined Mfg. Onalaska Wis. Excellent
condition. Comes with everything seen in pictures. This comes in the original tube. Rod is
missing the tips price reflected Please take a look at the photos and ask any questions before

bidding. I try to describe the items as best as possible. Made with in Austin, TX. This will hold it
in place so that you can still use the side shelves on the other side and won't interfere with long
Landis, Charles S. Manuel Walther carabine caliber 22 long rifle Manuel Walther carabine caliber
22 long rifle Petit manuel format: 15 cm x

